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To shorten the ignition length of thewedge-induced obliquedetonationwave, a geometric setup inwhich the leading

and aft wedges are connected by a cavity is proposed. High-resolution viscous computations to solve the reactive

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations have been performed, which examine the onset and evolution of

combustion and flow configuration with premixed mixtures of inflow Mach numbers ranging from 4.0 to 6.0. The

unreactive flowfield of the cavity-based wedge is analogous to that of a sole cavity with the exclusion of shock/shock

interaction downstream. For Ma � 4.0 and 5.0, no sustainable oblique detonation wave is achieved, and the flame

holds in the cavity and near-wall area of the aft wedge; however, a short-lived detonationwave triggered by the shock

focuses is observed during the combustion procedure with Ma � 5.0. For Ma � 6.0, nearly direct detonation

initiation of postshock occurs, and an oblique detonation wave is established above the fore edge of the cavity.

Unexpectedly, a delayed ignition downstream contributes to the development of a recirculation zone, which results in

a detached oblique detonation wave forMa � 5.5.

Nomenclature

Cf = skin-friction coefficient

D = diffusion coefficient
E = total energy per mass
Ea = activation energy
K = pre-exponential factor
k = thermal conductivity coefficient
LSB = length of separation bubble
lign = induction ignition length

lref = reference length
Ma = Mach number
p = pressure
Q = heat release of chemical reaction
R = specific gas constant
T = temperature
tind = chemical induction time
u = velocity in the x direction
uOSW = postshock velocity
v = velocity in the y direction
γ = specific heat ratio
θ = wedge angle
λ = chemical reaction progress variable
μ = dynamics viscosity coefficient
ρ = density
τ = viscous shear stress
ω = chemical reaction rate

Subscripts

b = burned state
eff = effective
I = induction zone

R = exothermic reaction zone
s = postshock state
u = unburned state
∞ = quantities of the free inflow stream

I. Introduction

D ETONATION waves are supersonic-traveling reactive waves
that are accompanied by energy release and a distinguished

increase of thermodynamic parameters in a minute time and space
scale across it [1]. Theoretically, Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation
has a higher thermodynamic cycle efficiency than constant-pressure
combustion [2]. Detonation propulsion has been a promising power
device in the air-breathing hypersonic flight field, and certain con-
cepts such as pulsed detonation engines, oblique detonation wave
engines (ODWEs), and rotating detonation engines are suggested
[3,4], which attract a substantial amount of research and development
for practical implementation. One of the ODWE models is depicted
in Fig. 1 [5], in which the fuel/oxidizer mixing and the combustion
procedure are segregated. In the inlet of the engine (vehicle fore-
body), the mixing process is arranged, which should avoid or delay
the ignition of premixed mixtures. Combustion occurs on the wedge
downstream, where reactants are ignited by the oblique shock wave
(OSW). In particular, shock-wave coupling with combustion leads to
the formation of detonation. In certain reports, ODWEs belong to one
kind of shock-induced combustion ramjet (shcramjet) [6], which has
comparable performance to the scramjet engine with the exceptional
benefits of reduced engine size and increased thrust yielded from
pressure-gain combustion. A ground test of the designed standing
oblique detonation ramjet with a hypersonic flight-duplicated shock
tunnel is conducted, and a standing oblique detonation wave (ODW)
is obtained, which lasts 50 ms long atMa � 9 inflow. Experimental
verification demonstrates that ODWE can be performed steadily
under hypersonic flow conditions [7].
The typical wave configuration depicted in Fig. 1, named delayed

ODW in which a triple point unites an inert OSWemanating from the
wedge tip, a combustionwave (CW)developed from thewedge surface,
and an oblique detonation front [8], is proved via limited experimental
investigations and vast amounts of numerical studies.Additional exper-
imental works in which a hypersonic projectile is launched into pre-
mixed flammablemixtures determine variousODWcategories, such as
strong overdriven, weak overdriven, and quasi-CJ detonation wave [9].
The main work on wedge-induced ODW is numerically conducted,
inasmuch as it is arduous to experimentally acquire the supersonic,
reactive, oncoming flow and trigger an ODW by the wedge.
Considerable numerical simulations to solve the Euler equations

focus on the OSW to ODW transition mode of delayed ODW and
the cellular-like structure of the ODW front [10]. Various factors are
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proposed to forecast the transition patterns, such as the critical Mach
number [11], ratio of the induction time to the total reaction time [12],
and ratio of the inflow velocity to CJ detonation velocity [13]. The
wave structures near the triple point have also attracted interest
[14,15], and λ-shaped, X-shaped and Y-shaped shock configurations
with different inflow Mach numbers have been observed and ana-
lyzed. The cellular structure and instability of the ODW front were
influenced by different factors [16–18], such as the activation energy,
wedge angle, and Mach number. The pattern of cellular structure is
mainly controlled by transverse waves, for example, left-running
transverse waves and right-running transverse waves, which are
caused by the variation in the reaction zone thickness due to the
spatial or temporal oscillation of the leading shock front. Addition-
ally, the control of ODWs can provide guidelines for the engineering
application of ODWEs. The quasi-CJ ODW can be established with
proper wave angles in a double-wedge configuration [19], in which
the expansion wave plays a role in the formation of the ODW [20].
Furthermore, two wedges connected with a plain step induce a high-
temperature and low-velocity zone, which can significantly decrease
the induction length of theODW, and thewedgegeometry can control
the trigger location with a narrow Mach number range of 6.4–7.0
[21]. The geometric settings, such as the leading wedge angle, step
angle, and depth, are considered in the initiation of the oblique
detonation wave [22]. The hot jet located on the wedge surface
[23] and coflow hot jet at backward step [24] can trigger ODW at
the given location and obviously shorten the induction length. The
injection pressure and velocity of a hot jet are selected to study the
initiation characteristics.
Nevertheless, few viscous detonation simulations have been car-

ried out. The viscous effect on the ignition, evolution, and stabiliza-
tion of oblique detonation waves has been studied [25,26]; the higher
temperature in the boundary layer of the induction region leads to an
earlier onset of the overall ODW structure. Moreover, the presence of
the boundary layer strengthens the oblique shockwave and boosts the
formation of ODW [27]. Especially, compared with inviscid simu-
lation, the triple-point moves upstream for abrupt transition ODW
because of the shock/boundary-layer interaction [28]. The effects of
turbulence intensities on the initiation and transition patterns were
determined [29], and high turbulence intensity switches the abrupt
transition to a smooth transition and shortens the initiation length, but
insignificantly. Two separation bubbles possibly join together during
the evolution ofwedge-inducedODW, and the united separation zone
expands further along the wedge surface, which causes ODW to
propagate downstream and eventually flow out of the wedge [30].
Considering a realistic combustor, the separation zone induced by the
ODW/boundary-layer interaction plays a vital role in the types of
combustion mode in the combustor, and a stabilized overdriven
normal detonationwave is simultaneously observed in the combustor
[31,32]. Thus, the viscous effect cannot be neglected for the ODW
evolution, and certain viscous hydrodynamic structures should be
resolved in the numerical study.
Although certain approaches, such as hot jets [23,24] and multi-

wedges [21], are presented to boost the initiation of ODW, the
verifications are conducted with inviscid simulations. To shorten

the induction length of the ODW, a cavity-based wedge, which is

two finite-length wedges equipped with a cavity, is proposed here,

and viscous detonation simulations are performed to determine the

flowfield for the current geometric configuration. The high-resolu-

tion numerical method is adopted to solve the Reynolds-averaged

Navier–Stokes (RANS) equation coupled with Spalart–Allmaras

turbulence model and the two-step chemical reaction. An inflow

Mach number ranging from 4.0 to 6.0 is selected to study the

initiation and evolution characteristics of ODWs with the cavity-

based wedge. Two high-temperature regions, the recirculation zone

in the cavity and postshock due to shock/shock interaction, can

promote the ignition; detonation initiation is also triggered via shock

focus under certain inflow Mach numbers. The development of

separation bubbles downstream and in the cavity should be consid-

ered for the anchor of ODW.

II. Numerical Method and Computation Setup

A. Governing Equations and Discretization

In this study, two-dimensional reactive Navier–Stokes equations

coupledwith a two-step chemical chain-branching kineticsmodel are

employed, and the nondimensional formation in curvilinear coordi-

nates is [33]

�W

∂t
�

�F

∂ξ
�

�G

∂η
� 1

Re∞

�
�Fv

∂ξ
�

�Gv

∂η

�
� �S (1)

with

�W � J−1W; �F � J−1�ξxF� ξyG�; �G � J−1�ηxF� ηyG�;
�Fv � J−1�ξxFv � ξyGv�; �Gv � J−1�ηxFv � ηyGv�; �S � J−1S

(2)

where W is the conservative solution vector, F and G are the con-

vective terms,Fv andGv are the diffusive terms, and S is the reaction

source term. Where

W � �ρ ρu ρv ρE ρλI ρλR �T;
F� � ρu ρu2 � p ρuv �ρE� p�u ρuλI ρuλR �T;
G� �ρv ρuv ρv2 � p �ρE� p�v ρvλI ρvλR �T;
Fv �

h
0 τxx τxy uτxx � vτxy � keff

∂T
∂x ρDeff

∂λI
∂x ρDeff

∂λR
∂x

i
T
;

Gv �
h
0 τyx τyy uτyx � vτyy � keff

∂T
∂y ρDeff

∂λI
∂y ρDeff

∂λR
∂y

i
T
;

S� � 0 0 0 0 ρωI ρωR �T
(3)

and a coordinate transformation from �x; y� to �ξ; η� is processedwith
the following grid metric,

Inlet Combustor Nozzle

Detonation wave

OSW

ODW

CW

lign

Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of oblique detonation wave engine and its classic flowfield.
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J−1 �
���� ∂�x; y�∂�ξ; η�

����; ξx � J ⋅ yη; ξy � −J ⋅ xη;

ηx � −J ⋅ yξ; ηy � J ⋅ xξ (4)

The variables used in the preceding equations have their usual mean-

ings: ρ; u; v; E; andp are the density, x-directionvelocity, y-direction
velocity, total energy per mass, and pressure, respectively. The

equation of state can be expressed as

p � �γ − 1�ρ
�
E −

u2 � v2

2
� λRQ

�
(5)

where Q is the energy released in the chemical reaction.
Following our previous work [34], the two-step chemical reaction

model is used here, and λI and λR denote progress variables for the

induction zone and exothermic reaction zone with values between 0

and 1. The chemical reaction ratios are ωI andωR, which are defined

as follows [35]:

ωI � −KIH�λI� exp
�
−
Ea

RT

�
;

ωR � KR�1 −H�λI���1 − λR�υ;

H�λI� �
(
1; 0 < λI ≤ 1

0; λI ≤ 0
(6)

where Ea is the activation energy; υ is the reaction order, which is

typically 0.5; H�λI� is the Heaviside function, which turns off the

progress of λI at the end of the induction zone; andKI andKR are pre-

exponential factors used to control the induced reaction and heat-

releasing reaction, respectively.
The shear stresses (τxx; τxy, and τyy) are expressed as follows:

τxx �
2

3
μeff

�
2
∂u
∂x

−
∂v
∂y

�
; τyy �

2

3
μeff�2

∂v
∂y

−
∂u
∂x

�
;

τxy � τyx � μeff

�
∂u
∂y

� ∂v
∂x

�
(7)

where μeff , keff , and Deff are the effective viscosity, thermal conduc-

tivity, and diffusion coefficients:

μeff � μl � μt;

keff � kl � kt; k � μcp
Pr

;

Deff � Dl �Dt;D � μ

ρSc
(8)

and the subscripts l and t indicate laminar and turbulence parameters;

Pr and Sc are Prandtl number and Schmidt number, which are 0.72,

0.9, and 0.5, 0.5 for laminar and turbulence flows, respectively; the

laminar viscosity μl can be obtained using Sutherland law, and the

turbulence viscosity μt is determined using the turbulence model:

μt � ρ~νfv1; fv1 �
χ3

χ3 � c3v1
; χ � ~ν

ν
; ν � μl

ρ
(9)

where ~ν is the work variable of the Spalart–Allmaras model, which

can be calculated via the following equation in the conservative form

without a trip term [36]:

∂ρ~ν
∂t

�∇⋅ �ρ~νU�� ρcb1�1−ft2�Ŝ ~ν−
1

Re∞
ρ

�
cw1fw−

cb1
κ2

ft2

��
~ν

d

�
2

� 1

Re∞σ

h
∇⋅ ��μl�ρ~ν�∇~ν��cb2ρ�∇~ν�2− �ν� ~ν�∇ρ∇~ν

i
(10)

The related coefficients in the turbulence model can be found in
Refs. [36,37].
All physical parameters in the governing equations are normalized

by referring to the uniform freestream:

x � x�

lref
; y � y�

lref
; t � t�

lref∕u∞
ρ � ρ�

ρ∞
; u � u�

u∞
;

v � v�

u∞
; p � p�

p∞
; T � T�

T∞
; e � e�

u2∞
; Q � Q�

u2∞
; Ψ � Ψ�

R∞
;

Ea � E�
a

u2∞
; KI �

K�
I

u∞∕lref
; μ � μ�

μ∞
; k � k�

μ∞R∞
; D � D�

μ∞∕ρ∞
(11)

where the symbol� denotes dimensional quantities, and the subscript
∞ indicates quantities under a free inflow stream. Reference velocity

u∞ � ����������������
p∞∕ρ∞

p
; reference temperature T∞ � p∞∕�R∞ρ∞�; Ψ is a

gas constant or specific heat, given here as representative,
and KR � KIK

�
R∕K�

I .
The convective fluxes are calculated by the fifth-order weighted

essentially nonoscillatory (WENO) finite difference method [38]
combined with a Riemann problem solver, the Roe-HLLE method
[39,40]. To decrease numerical dissipation and improve the resolu-
tion efficiency of the originWENO-JS scheme, theWENO-Zmethod
is adopted here with the new smoothness indicators [41]. The dis-
cretization of viscous terms is processed by the fourth-order accuracy
finite central differencing scheme in the least stencil not wider than
the total width of the fifth-order WENO stencils with various Taylor
expansion coefficients [42,43].
When the governing equations have been processed via spatial

discretization, an ordinary equation is gained, which is solved by
semi-implicit additive Runge–Kutta (ARK) methods. ARKmethods
can treat the stiffness issue caused by chemical reactionswell, and the
open-source package ARKode, which was developed by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory [44], was embedded into our solver
to fulfill the temporal discretization. The butcher table in the current
ARK method is ARK4(3)6L[2]SA [45], which can achieve fourth-
order accuracy in time marching. In particular, the message-passing
interface standard for message passing (as implemented in the
MPICH library [46]) is used in the numerical simulations to accel-
erate the computation speed.

B. Physical Model and Flow Condition

A schematic depiction of the computational domain is presented in
Fig. 2. The angle of the leadingwedge (labeled C0C1 in Fig. 2) with a
length LW1 � 7.0 mm is fixed at θW � 25 deg, and an aft wedge
(labeled C4C5 in Fig. 2)LW2 � 25.0 mm in length is connectedwith
a cavity (labeled C1C2C3C4 in Fig. 2), which has a ratio of length
and depthL∕D � 4.0 and a depthD � 4.0 mm. The trailing edge of
the cavity has an anticlockwise turning θC � 26.57 deg under the
direction of the leading wedge. The ghost cell method is used to treat
the physical boundary. The freestream is parallel to the horizontal
direction, the west boundary is a supersonic inflow, and the north
and east boundaries are zeroth-order extrapolation outflows. The
surfaces of the wedge and cavity are no-slip adiabatic wall boundary
conditions.
Based on the classic physicochemical values of hydrogen-air

mixtures [35], the parameters of supersonic reactive flow are listed
in Table 1. Different specific heat ratios have been considered to
mimic the change in mixtures from the unburned state to the post-
shock state and finally to the combustion product state. Specific heat
cp; cv and specific gas constant of the mixtures, labeled Ψ, are
functions of the progress variables

Ψ�λI; λR� � ΨuλI � Ψu�1 − λI − λR� � ΨbλR (12)

C. Code Validation and Grid Independence

Systematic numerical cases to examine the discontinuity, detona-
tion unsteadiness, and turbulence flow are performed via the in-house
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solver, which achieves comparable results with theoretical or exper-

imental values. The current high-resolution numerical method was
also employed to determine the shock/combustion interaction of

wedge-induced ODW in our previous study [34]. Representatively,

the results of RANS simulation on cavity flow with Ma � 3.0 and
two closeout angles [47] are given here, and the pressure profiles

along the cavity wall are plotted in Fig. 3. The numerical results are

consistent with the experimental values.
Grid-independence works have been conducted using a finite-

length wedge-induced ODW, not a cavity-based wedge, with inflow

Mach number 7.0, wedge angle 29.0 deg, and physicochemical
parameters in Table 1. Nonuniform grids are used to perform numeri-

cal computation; the near-wall grid is refined (0.2 μm for the first-
layer grid), and the aspect ratio of far-wall grid is unity with three grid

sizes: 12.5, 20.0, 25.0 μm (labeled coarse, medium, and fine grids

here). The temperature contours of the three-level grid are depicted in
Figs. 4a–4c. It is found that the key features of the flow configurations

can be captured with all grid sizes used. Due to the interaction

between the incident shock wave emanating from the ODW triple
point and the boundary layer on the wedge surface, a separation

bubble is formed, which is captured for all grid sizes like other key

features of the flowfields. The pressure and temperature profiles
along the wedge surface are depicted in Fig. 4d, which assemble

well, and the results of three grid sizes exhibit comparable tendencies.
In addition, the dimensionless number y+ is introduced to character-

ize the near-wall mesh resolution, and y+ is nearly unity for Ma �
7.0 here. To balance the computation accuracy and cost, the grid size,
which is 20.0 μm for the far-wall grid and 0.2 μm for the first-layer

grid of the wall, is adopted in the following numerical studies.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Typical Flowfield Without Chemical Reaction

The flow configuration of the wedge mounted in a cavity without
chemical reaction is analogous for varied inflow Mach numbers

ranging from 4.0 to 6.0 here. The temperature contour and closed-up

Table 1 Physical-chemical parameters of
mixtures

P∞, Pa 1.0 × 105

T∞, K 300

γu; γs; γb 1.40, 1.32, 1.16

R�
u; R

�
s ; R

�
b , J∕�kg ⋅ K� 397.57, 397.00, 347.67

lref , m 3.5 × 10−4

Q�∕R�
uT∞ 50.0

E�
a∕R�

uT∞ 50.0

b)

a)

Fig. 3 Pressureprofiles along thewallwith inflowMachnumber 3.0 and
two closeout angles: a) 30.0 deg and b) 90.0 deg for a cavity with depth of
8.9 mm and length-to-depth ratio of 3.

W

L

D

C

No-slip 
adiabatic wall

Outflow

wolfni
cinosrepuS

Outflow

Outflow

Rotate W

LW1

LW2

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C0

Leading wedge

Aft wedge

Cavity

x

y

Fore edge Trailing edge

0.5(D/tan( C))

Fig. 2 Configuration and scale size of the computation domain.
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schlieren image withMa � 4.0 are shown in Fig. 5. Because there
is a leading wedge before the cavity, a shock wave (SW), labeled
OSW1 in Fig. 5, emanates from the wedge tip, and the Mach
number of fluid flowing through the cavity is not 4.0 but about
2.18 because of the compression of OSW1. The principal flow
feature near the cavity is similar to that reported by Heller and Delfs
[48], in which a shear layer isolates the subsonic recirculation zone
in the cavity from the supersonic coming flow. The numerical
results capture certain typical wave phenomena, such as the expan-
sion wave (EW) from the fore edge of the cavity, an unsteady shock
wave/expansion wave from the shear layer, a rear OSW from the aft
edge, and expansion fans (EF) from the outspread shoulder of the
cavity. The SW and EWalternate when the shear layer experiences
periodical “up-and-down” motion. Two vortices (the large primary
vortex at the aft cavity and small secondary vortex at the fore
cavity) in the recirculation zone can be visible from the numerical
schlieren.

The obvious discrepancy of the flowfield between a sole cavity and
a cavity-based wedge is the interaction of OSW1 emanating from the
wedge tip with downstream waves driven by the cavity. The curved
shock named OSW2 interacts with the rear OSW; Type I interaction
occurs near the triple point, based on the classification of shock/shock
interaction presented by Edney [49]; and a stronger shock, named
TrOSW, is formed. It is well-known that chemical reactions are
temperature-sensitive processes, and the high-temperature region
behind strong shock waves promotes ignition. The flow variables
along the streamline near the triple point with variousMach numbers
ranging from 4.0 to 6.0 can be determined, to predict the induction
ignition length lign � uOSW ⋅ tind for simplicity. The calculated lign is
given in Fig. 6, and the ignition length of simulation for Ma � 7.0
without a cavity is also plotted with a value of 84 mm, which is
smaller than the theoretical value due to the effectiveness of the
burning boundary layer. High Mach numbers tend to cause a higher
postshock temperature, so the ignition length of a sole wedge for

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 4 Temperature contours, pressure, and temperature profiles along the wedge surface with inflow Mach number 7.0 and wedge angle 29.0 deg for

three grid sizes: a) coarse, b) medium, and c) fine mesh grids.
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Ma � 4.0 ∼ 6.0 is larger than 84 mm. However, the present simu-
lation shows that the ignition length of the cavity-basedwedge suffers
a drastic reduction in lign compared with that of the wedge without a

cavity. In particular, the high-temperature and low-velocity scenario
in the recirculation zone of the internal cavity also contribute to
the ignition. In the following sections, the evolution of combustion
and detonation initiation are considered with various inflow Mach
numbers.

B. Combustion Process with Various Mach Numbers

1. Mach 4.0 Inflow

Based on the unreactive flow, the wave configuration with the
chemical reaction for Ma � 4.0 is numerically solved, as shown in
Fig. 7. The predicted induction length behind TrOSW is ∼609 mm,
as reported in Fig. 6, which exceeds the computation domain here.
Therefore, the recirculation zone bounded in the cavity can provide
an ignition condition, and the elapsed dimensionless time is approx-
imately 68.06 when the first ignition point appears. The accelerating
flame surface spreads and grows outward, which creates a shock
wave before the flame that collides with TrOSW and boosts the
combustion behind TrOSW, but no detonation initiation is observed
for Ma � 4.0. Eventually, the flame is maintained in the cavity and

expands to the near-wall region of the aft wedge. In the magnified
numerical schlieren, the shock wave is noted at the fore edge of the

cavity due to the dilatation of the high-temperature burned products
in the cavity, where fluids should deflect upward. Sequentially,

deflected flows behind SWor OSW2 need a weak rear OSW driven

by the trailing edge to match downstream flows, and the shock
intensity of rear OSW (defined by �P2 − P1�∕P1, where P1; P2 are

the preshock and postshock pressure, respectively) decreases from
2.6 (P2 � 1.72 MPa) to 0.26 (P2 � 0.97 MPa) compared with that

of unreactive flow configuration in Fig. 5. The interaction between
OSW2 and weak rear OSW cause a weak TrOSW here.
Thus, there are two factors for the evolution of the reactive flow

configuration: 1) shock collision, which occurs between the outward
shock driven by the combustion in the cavity and shock wave OSW2

or TrOSW; the shock collision can rapidly increase the temperature
and enhance the ignition; and 2) the weak shock (TrOSW); the rear

OSW is weakened when the flame stretches outward from the cavity
and interacts withOSW2near the triple point, which results in aweak

TrOSW, which cannot sufficiently compress and heat the unburned
reactants to trigger the release of chemical energy. Two competing

factors affect the ignition and detonation initiation of supersonic,
reactive flow, and more numerical simulations with higher Mach

numbers will be performed to examine which factor plays the dom-

inant role.

2. Mach 5.0 Inflow

The temperature contours and close-up numerical shadowgraphs

at selected times for Ma � 5.0 are given in Fig. 8. Ignition first

occurs in the cavity, and the heat-released region is mainly attached at
the trailing edge of the cavity. Then, the flame will spread outward

and move to the front cavity (see Fig. 8a); the compressible wave
before the flame surface can be clearly visible from the numerical

schlieren, which is strengthened via the postfront energy supplied by
chemical reaction. The compressible wave must collide with OSW2

and TrOSW, and the ignition point emerges after the collision
(labeled SF1), as shown in Fig. 8b. Simultaneously, the flame surface

eventually strikes the fore edge of the cavity and reflects between the
fore and bottom edges, which contributes to the bulge of the regional

shear layer and introduces more disturbances. Behind the previous

TrOSW, two reactive waves (RWs) are developed into different
formations (decoupled and coupled) at this instant (as depicted in

Fig. 8c), and another collision between two RWs inevitably occurs.
Consequently, detonation initiation at SF2 is acquired, as shown in

Fig. 8d. Three collisions described in Figs. 8c and 8d are captured
here. The profiles of the shock front for the additional shock focuses

(SF3∼SF5) are visible in themagnified view of Fig. 8d. The collision

Fig. 5 Typical flow configuration (temperature contour and zoomed-in
numerical schlieren) of a wedge embedded cavity under the condition of
unreactive inflow,Ma � 4.0.

Fig. 6 Prediction value of the ignition lengths for various Mach num-
bers with and without cavity, θW � 25 deg.

Fig. 7 Quasi-steady-state numerical results of awedge embedded cavity
with chemical reaction forMa � 4.0.
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locations gradually move to the triple point, and an oblique detona-

tion wave is transitorily set up only near the triple point. The leading

shock and chemical reaction are decoupled along the shock front

(see Fig. 8e). It is supposed that the leading shock wave cannot

sufficiently compress to maintain preheating effects and support the

detonation combustion, but the pressure disturbances that originate

Fig. 8 Evolution of the onset of detonationwithMa � 5.0 at different nondimensional time snapshots of a) 3.553, b) 6.321, c) 10.779, d) 11.640, e) 22.840,
and f) 167.322 (purple solid line: product mass fraction, λR � 0.05).
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from the cavity flame interact with the decoupled reactive wave and

temporarily trigger newdetonation near the triple point, which cannot

imperishably anchor. When the compressible waves/shock waves

produced by the cavity-driven combustion flow out, the flame behind

TrOSWis blown out, as shown in Fig. 8f, and the flame only exists in

the recirculation zone of the cavity and following wall (aft wedge),

which is similar to that of Ma � 4.0.
To illustrate the change in state of unburned reactants when two

shocks collide, an analysis is performed with the assumed control

volume, where the region scale is 50 × 50 μm2. The profiles of

temperature and deposition energy rate versus nondimensional time

during five shock collisions are depicted in Fig. 9. The monitoring

time includes several periods such as unburned reactants, shock

collisions, detonation initiation, and passing through of products.

Figure 9a shows the change trends of temperature. The unburned

combustible is compressed by shock waves at location P1, and the

chemical energy is swiftly released at location P2, where the temper-

atures gain a sharp increase. The specific chemical energy and total

energy, which are defined as effective chemical energy released per

kg of reactant λRQ and the sum of internal energy, kinetic energy, and

chemical energy �p∕�γ − 1�ρ� � �u2 � v2∕2� − λRQ, respectively,
and the rate of two kinds of given deposition energy can be noted in

Fig. 9b. The maximum specific total energy rate approximately

locates in the location P1 in Fig. 9a, where the internal energy and

kinetic energy dramatically increase due to the shock focus; the value

is up to the shock strength, ‘ the second shock collision SF2 is more

severe than the others. Sequentially, the peak chemical energy rate

suffers a short delay, which corresponds to location P2 in Fig. 9a and

amounts of chemical heat released when detonation takes place.

Based on the evolution of ODW in Fig. 8, SF1 is a typical shock-

shock focus, triggering the combustion, and SF2 is essentially a

collision of two reactive waves, initiating the detonation. Specifi-

cally, for SF1 and 2, a delay exists between the starting points of peak

total energy rate and peak chemical energy rate. SF3–5 can be treated

as a preparatory period of the transverse wave evolution along the

detonation front for the weakly sustainable ODW; the turbulence

intensity behind ODW front is thereby augmented. Because of

that, the turbulent diffusion can promote the ignition of unburned

mixtures, especially for the irregular detonation [50]. This is a
possible reason why the starting points of two peaks for SF3–5 are
close compared to SF1 and 2.
According to the quantitative analysis of the energy rate with a

control volume, the shock focus can motivate 106 J magnitude
energy release in a tiny area and timescale, which directly triggers
the detonation initiation. It is supposed that the shock collision

deposits sufficient energy in the preheated reactants to evoke an
expeditious ignition, which acts in a similar manner to the direct
detonation initiation [51]. As discussed in Fig. 8, shock collision first
occurs when the shock created by the accelerating flame in the cavity
interacts with the downstream shocks (such as TrOSW), and rapid
combustion follows the first shock focus (SF1). In addition, more
shock collisions are observed between two reactivewaves (see SF2 to
SF5 in Fig. 8d). Although detonation initiation is acquired by shock

collision, a sustainable ODW cannot be established, inasmuch as the
leading shock of detonation wave cannot preserve powerful com-
pression strength to preheat the particles that pass through the shock
front and induce a chemical reaction. To stabilize an ODW, the
intensity of TrOSW should be sufficiently strong; otherwise, the
leading shock front and chemical reaction zone of the detonation
wave would be decoupled, and combustion would be sustained only
in the cavity and the following aft wedge.

3. Mach 6.0 Inflow

With an enlarged Mach number �Ma � 6.0�, a quasi-steady flow
configuration of standing ODW can be obtained, and numerical

results at various snapshots are depicted in Fig. 10. As predicted in
the previous sections, a shorter lign is required for Ma � 6.0, and

swift ignitions occur from the internal cavity and post-TrOSW.
Obviously, the detonation is established without the aid of shock
collision under the current condition, but the effects of the shock
focus on the evolution of flow configuration should be considered,
and the triple point will more rapidly proceed upstream. A Mach
stem, which appears near the triple point of ODW, interferes with the

flame front along the shear layer of the cavity and forms a tiny
separation bubble, where the sonic lines, reattachment shock wave,
and streamlines are visible in Fig. 10a. Consequently, the separation

a)

b)

Fig. 9 Changes in a) temperature and b) energy rate during the shock focus period withMa � 5.0.
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bubble flows into the cavity, due to the continuous upstream move-

ment of the triple point, and merges with the primary vortex of the

internal cavity. As shown in Fig. 10b, the primary vortex in the cavity

significantly grows, and a small separation zone appears on the

leading wedge near the fore edge of the cavity, which contributes

to a stronger OSW2. Then, the chemical induction process behind

OSW2 is accelerated, and an ignition point (IP) IP1 emerges. The

flame front expands outward from IP1 and collides with the ODW

and Mach stem downstream, which results in a direct detonation

initiation SF6, as depicted in Fig. 10c. The overlaid isoline of

pressure of 0.6–11.0 MPa with an interval 0.4 MPa is given in the

magnified numerical shadowgraph. Particularly, it can be concluded

that the area above the shear layer of the cavity possesses high

pressure because of heat release and shock/reactive wave collision;

the development of the primary vortex in the cavity is efficiently

suppressed, and the primary vortex shrinks and eventually almost

binds to the cavity. A quasi-steady flowfield, where a new triple point

uniting OSW1, separation shock, and ODW is formed near the fore

cavity, can be discerned in the numerical shadowgraph (see Fig. 10d).

It is supposed that the standing ODW is set up even if the triple point

would experience oscillation due to the interaction of the transverse

wave and shear layer.

Furthermore, Fig. 11 shows the length of the flame surface during

the full ignition process with varied inflow Mach numbers. An

enlarged Mach number can shorten the delay time and boost the

development of shock-induced combustion behind TrOSW. The

flame surfaces for Ma � 4.0 and 5.0 have similar final length

because the cavity-driven combustion is dominant here. Attributed

to the high temperature of the cavity and post-TrOSW forMa � 6.0,
the flame rapidly develops as soon as the numerical computation

starts. In particular, the combustion fronts driven by cavity and

TrOSW-induced combustion combine in a short time, so a sharp

decrease following the jump of flame surface length can be found at

the early period. Another peak appears in Fig. 11 due to the new

ignition point behind OSW2. The cellular-like structure on the ODW

front and upward–backward movement of the triple point make the

flame surface exhibit certain fluctuations compared with those of

Ma � 4.0 and 5.0 during the late stage of combustion evolution.

Fig. 10 Evolution of the onset of detonation withMa � 6.0 at different nondimensional time snapshots of a) 10.883, b) 46.780, c) 51.585, and d) 193.589
(solid line: purple, product mass fraction, λR � 0.05; red, sonic lineMa � 1.0).
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C. Effects of Separation Bubble

Additional numerical simulation with Ma � 5.5 is conducted to

illustrate that the development of the separation zone plays amomen-

tous role in the standing of ODW, as shown in Fig. 12. The primary

ignition procedure behind TrOSWand in the cavity is similar to that

of Ma � 5.0 and 6.0. With the moderate compression performance

of Mach 5.5 inflow, TrOSW-induced detonation and cavity-driven

combustion occur, but there is no chemical reaction between slip lines

(SLs) SL1 and SL2 (also the combustion interface, see Fig. 12a),

which exhibits a notable discrepancy compared with that of Ma �
6.0. The flow configuration can only bemomentarilymaintained, and

the transverse wave emanating from the ODW front interacts with

SL1, SL2, and the wall to induce combustion (see ignition point

IP2 in Fig. 12a). The combustion between SL1 and SL2 results in the

formation of another strong SW behind the reattachment SW, which

contributes to the similar phenomena of thermal choke, as depicted in

Fig. 12b. Similarly, the grown primary vortex in the cavity spills out

and strengthens OSW2, which leads to an ignition behind OSW2 as

described in the case Ma � 6.0. Nevertheless, the high-pressure

zone is not present above the cavity here, which cannot limit the
Fig. 11 Flame surface length at different dimensionless timeswithMach
numbers of 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0.

Fig. 12 Detached process of oblique detonation waves withMa � 5.5 at different nondimensional time snapshots of a) 132.866, b) 158.724, c) 182.124,
and d) 264.722 (purple solid line: product mass fraction, λR � 0.05).
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primary vortex in the cavity. Consequently, the ODW front marches

upstream, and a separation bubble is formed and developed on the
leading wedge (see Fig. 12c). Under the joint effects of separation

bubble on the leading wedge and recirculation zone in the cavity, the

ODW front is pushed upstream along the leading wedge and even-
tually detached from thewall in a quasi-steady-state manner, as given

in Fig. 12d.
The skin-friction coefficientCf withMa � 5.5 at the selected time

is depicted inFig. 13a. The distance between the locations of the zero-

friction coefficient may be defined as the maximum length of the

separation bubble (SB). Three separation zones can be determined
on the leading and aft wedges: one (labeled SB1) is located on the

leading wedge due to the dilatation of the recirculation zone of the
cavity, and the others are near the shoulder of the cavity (labeled

SB2) and on the aft wedge downstream (labeled SB3) because of

shock/boundary-layer interactions. The location and length of the
separation bubble LSB versus nondimensional time are organized in

bubble charts for Ma � 5.5 and 6.0, where the circle scale is char-

acterized by LSB, as shown in Figs. 13b and 13c. For both inflow
Mach numbers, SB2 diminishes and moves to the cavity shoulder

since this separation bubble flows into the cavity. The evolution of the

separation bubble at this stage is similar, but the subsequent develop-
ment of the separation zone and wave configuration depends on the

scenarios of pressure downstream for two inflow Mach numbers.
As shown in Fig. 14, the tendencies of wall pressure during the

period to merge two separation zones and expand the recirculation

zone in the cavity are shown in subfigures Figs. 14a-i/14b-i and
Figs. 14a-ii/14b-ii, respectively. Focusing on the process by which the

separation bubble near the shoulder flows into the cavity, the summit

wall pressure of the cavity obviously increases. ForMa � 5.5, a new

ignition point occurring between slip lines SL1 and SL2will lead to an
incident shock wave on the aft wedge, where a new separation bubble
SB3 can be noted in Fig. 13b, and a distinct apex pressure appears at
location Ppeak in Fig. 14a-i, which acts as a high back pressure for the

cavity here. Then, the similar choke phenomena occur, andmoremass
is added into the cavity, which contributes to the violent development
of the recirculation zone in the cavity. The averaged pressure of the
cavity wall suffers an increase from 1.57 to 2.25 MPa forMa � 5.5;
that is, there is an obvious jump compared with that for Ma � 6.0
(from 1.73 to 2.12 MPa) during the period in Figs. 14a-i/14b-i.
Sequentially, the recirculation zone in the cavity will expand outward
in various manners. For Ma � 6.0, the pressure of the aft wedge
remains at a low level (see the right section of C4 in Fig. 14b-ii),
and the mass in the cavity mostly flows out downstream due to the
high-pressure zone above the cavity in Fig. 10c. Simultaneously, a
separation shock near the fore edge of the cavity is formed and moves
upstream with a short distance on the leading wedge, and a small
separation bubble SB1 can be determined from Fig. 13c. In contrast,
for Ma � 5.5, the pressure downstream has decreased but remains
at a high level (see t � 165.541 ∼ 176.580 in Fig. 14a-ii), and the
strong shock-induced separation bubble SB3 exists during this period.
The recirculation zone in the cavity is dilated to the region of the
leading wedge, and separation bubble SB1 is formed and expands on
the leading wedge (see SB1 in Fig. 13b), which pushes the separation
shock upstream until the detonation wave is detached. The peak
pressure along the trailing edge of the cavity contiguously reduces
when the vortex in the cavity expands, as plotted in Figs. 14a-ii/14b-ii.
Additionally, the detached angle for the inflow condition (Ma �

5.5, Q � 50.0; γ1 � 1.4, and γ2 � 1.16) is nearly 21.14 deg, which
is smaller than the leading wedge angle. It is another explanation of

a)

b) c)

Fig. 13 a) Typical skin-friction coefficient along the solid wall for Ma � 5.5; change tendency of three separation bubbles for b) Ma � 5.5 and
c) Ma � 6.0 (C1C2, C2C3, and C3C4 are the fore, bottom, and trailing edges of the cavity, respectively).
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the detached ODWat the point of the detonation polar line. A small
amount of heat release can be selected when the inflowMach number
decreases to enlarge the detached angle of the ODW polar line.
Certain flow-control technologies, such as suction slots, can be
adopted to suppress the development of separation bubbles. With
this proposal, the standing ODW may be established, and a further
numerical study is required to verify this supposition in the future.

IV. Conclusions

A high-resolution numerical method that adopts WENO-Z
reconstruction and the additive Runge–Kutta method is employed
to solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equation with the
Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model and a two-step chemical reac-
tion. Investigations on the shock-induced combustion of a cavity-
based wedge with inflow Mach numbers ranging from 4.0 to 6.0 are
performed, and themechanism of detonation initiation for the cavity-
based wedge is preliminarily illustrated. The representative unreac-
tive flow for a wedge embedded cavity with Ma � 4.0 is similar to
that of the single cavity reported in the literature except for the shock/
shock interaction downstream, where a triple point unites the oblique
shock wave (OSW) that emanates from the leading wedge tip, the
rear OSW created by the trailing edge of the cavity, and a strong
shock wave named TrOSW. Considering the chemical reaction, the

evolution of the ignition and flow configuration exhibits different

tendencies when the Mach numbers increase from 4.0 to 6.0, and
combustion preliminarily emerges in two regions: 1) cavity-driven

combustion and 2) shock-induced combustion behind TrOSW. The

shock intensity of TrOSW and the development of the separation
zone can affect the initiation and standing characteristics of cavity-

based wedge-induced ODW.
WhenMa � 4.0 and 5.0, the final flow configurations are similar,

where flames are bounded in the cavity and along the near-wall area

of the aft wedge. Additionally, multiple detonation initiations with
the aid of shock collision are observed forMa � 5.0. The first shock
focus is triggered by the shock wave that originates from the cavity-

driven accelerating flame and TrOSW downstream, and the others
take place on the front of TrOSW-induced combustion, where reac-

tive waves propagate along the front and collide with each other. In

particular, the expanded flame in the cavity canweaken the rear OSW
from the trailing edge of the cavity, and the shock intensity of TrOSW

diminishes. ForMa � 6.0, a nearly direct initiation behindTrOSWis

achieved without shock collision. Owing to the upstream march of
the ODW triple point, the separation bubble downstream, which is

caused by the interaction between the incident shock-aligned ODW
triple point and wedge surface, flows into the cavity. The dilative

recirculation zone in the cavity strengthens the separation shock and

leads to new ignition, and a triple point of ODWis renewed above the

a) -i a) -ii

b) -i b) -ii

Fig. 14 Pressure profiles of the wall boundary at selected time snapshots with Mach numbers a) 5.5 and b) 6.0 (C1C2, C2C3, and C3C4 are the fore,
bottom, and trailing edges of the cavity, respectively).
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fore edge of the cavity. Another computation with Ma � 5.5 is
conducted: delayed ignition occurs at the unburned region between
the near-wall flame of the aft wedge and TrOSW-induced combus-
tion, which results in phenomena similar to thermal choking, and the
ODW front is pushed upstream and eventually detached.
According to numerical studies, the proposed geometric configura-

tion, a cavity-based wedge, can sharply decrease the ignition length
compared with that of a sole wedge and contribute to the formation of
an ODW, which is a potential consideration of the ODWE design for a
wide-range Mach number. However, further work should be done
based on the current preliminary study. More numerical computations
and theoretical analysis are required to determine an optimum geo-
metric configuration of the cavity-based wedge that can establish an
ODW under low Mach numbers. A controllable location of standing
ODW is also a challenge for the engineering application of ODWEs.
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